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0.0 lntroductory Remuks 

This IUUlly.!lis nuJ;� use of the field theory, viz. a theory that treats a 
related setel words belonging to a domain. (Adrienne Lehrer, 1974:3). The 
domains that are of interest here afe the domains of conflict and conflict 
resolution. 

The field thory 01 approach then presupposes thai lexical items that 
belong to one field or bear the same concept share certain semantic 
components which represent the primitives or the basic concepts. Hence, 
lenns of conflict are expected to have the primitives intetpnSOIID/, incompat. 
ibi/iry. and opposition. However. at the same time, a particular term in the 
same field may differ from that of another because it bearscertain semantic 
components which are not present or contradictory to those presentin the 
other terms. Such components then distinguish one term £rom U.e: other, 
and henC('forth they will be referrt'd to by their generally known nomen
clature, distinguishers. 

In analysing the lenns for conllict and conflict resolution, the focw 
will be on the distinguishers more than the shared primitives. The recog
nition of the distinguio;hers. therefore, will CIUIble us to dJvide each field 
accordinglyinlo sub fields. It will heseen that while division into sublields 
is possible, al times the dividing line may not bedearcut as one would see 

in a tree diagram. Overlapping is then more common than a dear outline 
of subfields. 

A noleon the morphology of the words denoting conflict and conflict 
resolution is also useful at this jW'lC'tun!. This ls due to the fact thai certain 
semantic components of such lexical items are abo conveyed by various 
aiftxes. 
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Malay is an agglutinative language. Most of the affixes (prefixes, 
5UffUtCS, disc:antinuous affixlO) hay\:! it ul!rivallve furu:tJon. viZ. they con
tribute to the lexical meaning of the word in which they function. The 
verbal preflX her· has a number of semantic functions, and one of them is 
reciprocity U a verb denoting conllict has this prefix, it can be accurately 
predicted thai reciprocity is one of its semantic components. 

Reciprocity i5 enhanced when the verb concerned also tabs the 
suffix -tm. Examples:-

(I) (i) berba/all, btrbalnlum "argue heatedly with one another" 
(il) bmiJClli. bulilalia" "be in disagreement With one another" 

Verbs of conflict with bet .. and bv-an have corresponding nominal 
£onns.These nouns can easily be identified by the split surfLl( ,,"-(In. 
Examples:-

(2) (i) �rtJidahall "healed argument" 
(ti) pt'I'trknial1 "disagreement" 

In contrast with beT- and her .. " is the verbal prefix mt which does not 
bear the meaning reciprocity As the concept of conflict IS borne by theroot 
word, a verb comprising the root word and me- denotes only the direction 
from which conflicloriginates.lt there is reciprocity itcan be denved from 
the context in which the verb occurs. Examples:-

(3) (i) mrm!Hmgblllg "oppose" 
(ii) mellm/allg ",!ppose, fight against" 

The corresponding nominal torms tor the mt- verbs are nouns with 
the suffix -an. Examples:-

(4) (i> ballgmllgall "opposition" 
(ii) lenlallgall "opposItion" 

As the case is with the verbs with nll'-, the noun5 with -aJ1 do nol 
indicate the presence of the semantic component +reciprocity 

In applying � field approach, words which bear the concepts of 
conflict and conflict resolution are listed out. The Ksnlll5 Dtwall (an 
authoritative dictionary of modem day Malay produced by the Dewan 
Bahasa dan Pustaka) was used forthe purpose of picking our lexical items 
bearing such concepts. 
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Eaehlexkal item is thenexamined for its seman tic-mm ponents. After 
this is done each domain or semantic field undergoes a subclassification 
based on certain distinguishers. 

As will be seen in the following sections, the distinguisher are treated 
in terms of the presence or otherwise of a semantic component. 

This paper consists of two parts: Part J is an analysis of the term$ for 
conflict, while Pact U that of the terms for conflict resolution. 

POirt I: Conflict 

1.0 Concepts of Conflict 

One very interesting fIDding that arises from this study is that there 
is no superordinate term for conflict in Malay Hence, i t  is not suprising 
that the word "conflict" from English has been taken into Malay in the form 
of ko,iflik as a superordinate to refer to the words bearing various types of 
conflict. 

Tht! tenns for conliet in Malay all have the primitives intuptJrty. 
i"comp.lIibility. opposition. As mentioned earlier. these tenns OIXUr in the 
nominal and verbal forms. Also as implied earlier, these common primi
tives in the terms for conflict will no longer be discussed in the analysis that 
follows. 

1.1 Conflict of Human SubJttts Imd Conflict of Ideas 

An exammation of the terms for conflict can first be divided into two 
main subdomains, viz... conflict of human subjects and conflict of ideas. 
This subdivision is based on the distinguisher + human subjects on the one 
hand, and + ideas on the other 

In actual fact, this diviJion at first seems somewhat tricky The 
subdomain with the distinguisher +human subjects cannot be said to be 
di'void of the a!mantic: component tidelU, bec4uae when hWllau beings 
are 10 conflict with one another they may also have a conflict of ideas. At 
the same time, a conflict of ideas presupposes the existence of human 
beings. the bearer of those ideas. 

However, the diVision as given here has taken into consideration the 
use of the words concemed in context. The words with human subjects 
usually indicate in an overt manner the human subjects who are partici
pants in a conflict situation. There are more words belonging to this 
5ubdomain compared 10 thoserepresenling conflict of ideas. These words 
will be discussed as further subdIVision Is administered. 
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As for the subdomain referring to the conflict of ideas, it i smasde up 
of the following wod s: percJlngga}uUI, perselis/han. perl}l!ZiUVI, perlentllllgun. 
Howeller, each of them shows a usage where i t  is followed by abstract 

words such as pendnpat "opinion", fikiran " thou ght ", pcndiriall "stand, 
opinion" 

(5) (i) peramggahlm pelldapat 
"conflict of opinion" 

(ii) perseli6i1ulII fikirun 
"conflict of ideas, mind, thought" 

(iii) perbwllltI jikirQIl 
"difference/conflict of opini on " 

1.2 Human Subj�cts With and Without Specific Target ulld Cause 

Terms of conflict with human subjects may be further divided based 
on the distinguishers target and cause. This means that there is a � of 
conllicl where there i s  aspecific larget and a know cause as opposed to the 
one without these features. The latter category is rep resented byamukan. 
However, in Malay the verb anlllk, ItZmgamuk, ismore frequently used. than 
the noun anlllkan. 

In arrmk, there is usually a single participant but there have been cases 
where there is more than one participant, for example, two, there or fouT 
An nmllk situatiort shows an indi vidu al or individuals in physical conflict 

with the rest of society in an open arena. At the time of theamuk, the cau se 
is unknown. It is only after the participant is subdued that the c ause is 
gleaned out from him. 

Anarllilk situa tion u sually re sult s in injury and blood shed cau sed by 
one or two individuals on people around them who are taken unaw ares. 
These are the onlookers. The actual target i s  usually a personality or 

personalities between w ho m and theanwk participant there i s  a big social 
gap. As such, theamuk participant feels that ac cessibility to the person is 
next to impossible, and even it he manages to be in a face-to-face situation 
w ith this personality he ma y not able to get the attention of the superior 
person concerned. So the only way for him to relea se his frustration is by 
running amuck. In this way, attention will be qrawn to him and his 
problem. 

The acllve verb form for amuk 15 mengamuk. As explamed U\ 1.0, With 
me-, reciprocity is not explicit. Nevertheless, reciprocity does occur in an 

amuck situation, but ils occurrence is not simultaneous wi th the break--out 
of the amllk. It is delayed. AmI/keRn then be said to have the components 
-known cause, -sptcific target which are present in the other words for 

conflict. 
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J.3 Dirrction o/Target 

Words of confltct With Specific: targets consists 01 those which may or 
may not be marked by reciprocity Examples (I) and (2) are those which 
show reciprocity With the usage of such lexical items, one can interpret 
that each party involved in the conllict is the target of the other Hence, the 
t;uget is bidirectional. Tern" for the conflict of of ideas can be said to be 
bidirectional in target. 

On the other hand, with lexical items which are not marked by 
reciprocity, the target is uniduectionaL Such words are those given in 
examples (3) and (4). 

1.4 Mode o/Transmission 

What is meant by mode of transmission here is the way in which thc 
conflict is transmitted from the originator to the target or onlookers. In 
general, transmission of conflict as reflected in the lexical items conc:emed 
can be divided into ,,",0 typ6: with or without the use of language. 

The latter type, viz. without the use of language, is exemplified by 
Ifmuk. In this case, the aInU].: participant may go on a rampage for hours 
Without uttering a Single word. A native speal::er of Malay perceives an 
Ifmuk occurrence as one which is manifested in physicaJ action. 

The type o f  conflict which is transmitted through language is repre
sented by many more lexical items than those without the use ofJanguage. 

The use of language can be further subcal�orised into verbi1lisation 
in a face-Io-face situation orin written form. The itemsber�lalli, �rlmglmr, 
btrglfduh, bcrbalal!, bersmgketll, berbabil, and memtxlIIgkllrrg indicate thai the 
conflict is manifested in a face-to-face siruation. This means thai people do 
not ber�lQhi, bertePlgkor, btrgad/l/z, berbalah, bt7'lumgketlf, Mrbabil and 
mrnzbang/omg through lette.rs and notes. 

On the other hand, men/ball/all, berhuJalz and bntiklli can be manifested 
in two ways: in a face-Io-facecommunication or through written fonn. So 
also are the terms for the conflict of ideas. 

Hence, transmission of conflict in Malay may either be unimodal 
(onl)' actual verbalisation) or bunodal (actual verbalisation and wnUen 
form), 
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(6) Ullimodal 

(i) 
(ii ) 
(ill) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(iv) 
(vUJ) 
(viii) 
(ix) 

(1) Bidomal 
(i) 
(ti) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

berlulahi 
�tengb;r 
bergaduh 
berllabi/ 
berbalah 
bersengla:la 
�"" 
memb/mgkzmg 
me/QWQII, berlawan 

bahlljah 
butikni 
memballt�h 
menmtang 

"quarrel" 
"quarrel" 
"quarrel" 
"argue vehemently" 
"argue vehemently" 
"argue" 
"having differences with" 
"oppose" 
"oppose, fight against" 

"argue" 
"'argue" 
"oppose" 
"oppose" 

It is interesting to note here that the group of words reflecting conflict 
unimoda1ly consists of native items, with the exception ber!lmgluta. 
Howerver, berslmgketa, a loan from Sanskrit is only used in the sophisti
cated, high variety of Malay as opposed to thOSt' in the same field which 
are more common in everday usage. Of those which are used bimodally. 
only berhujllh is a loan from Arabic. 

1.5 Style a/Transmission 

By style of �nsimission is meant the manner in which conflict is 
transmitted. with or without sophistication. U transmission is +sophistica
ticn, then there is no personal abuse or remarks that are derogatory or 
pejorative to the target as an individual. However, the obverse is true if the 
semantic feature is -sophistication, 

AU the lexical items which have the feature +bimodal also have the 
feature +sophistication. As for those with the feature +unimodal, i t  is only 
memballgkang that is marked with +sophistication. All the others are 
marked by -sophistication. 

1.61l1tellsihj 

Intensity refers to the loudness or otherwise of the transmission of 
conflict. 
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From th .. "nalysis. it is evident that there i5 no confUd Uta! b 

exclusively not loud. Certain types of conflict are loud orotherwise based 
on the situation. viz. the participants and the 5urrounding environment. 

In generaJ, it can be said that those conflicts which are bimodal In 
transm15sion can be +Ioud or -loud whereas those which are unimodal are 
all +Ioud. The absence of loudness In the bimodal conflict is not confined 
10 the written mode as il may also be a marker of the spoken mode. For 
example, a conflict of the ban/alum, berhujall or pntilmiall type may be 
transmitted with sophistication as has already been said. In this style, 
arguments or diSCUSSIOns are done without loudness. However. to be 
precise. whal is nol loud in such a situation is still louder than if It were 
realised in the written mode. 

The lexical items belonging to the conflict of ideas are always- loud. 

1.7Dllriltion 

Looking at the various itCDlS denoting conflict in their usages, il can 
be:witJ that there are Items indicalmg long drawn--out contlicts as opposed 
to those indicating momentary OReS. 

Actual occurrences of IImukshow that this phenomenon usual! y does 
noilasl for more than a couple of hours. For example, the most recent and 
well-know Ctie of amuk (being tried at the Jaw court at the moment - that 
of Private Adam which occurred In October 1987) only lasted for about iU\ 

now The short duration of anamliksituation in brought about by theamuk 
partiapant hemg overpowered by a larger group of peopl!!, the onJookers, 
as well as by sheer physical {'Xl\austion of the former. 

As for the other conflicts. the unimodal ones can be.said to have a 
shortt>.r duration than the bimodal ones. When a conflict i5 verbalised in a 
face-la-face sltuation, physical exhaustion may be a (actor which forces it 
to come to anend. However, it may be continued on another day, perhaps 
in another Selting. 

1.8 Setting 

By setting is meant the locus of theconflict, whether it is in a confmed 
place, such as a room, a hall or a house etc. or Ul public, that is in an open 
space or over the media (radio. television, and newspapers). 

AnRnlllktakes place in the open, not 1n a confined place. On the other 
hand, all the other tenus denoting conflict including the conflict of ideas, 
indicate that conflicts may occur both in public and in confined places. 
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].9 Intellectuality 

Terms rete-mng tco ('nnnkt of inPiI,":I"" mllrkPri hy intpl1P.rtuatity SrI 

are beThlljah and memba"giamg These two words are normally used in 
meetings and di5CU5Sions, whether in a confined setting or in public. All 
other terms of conflict are marked with -intellectuality. In several cases, it 
can be sai d that sophistication goes hand in hand with intellectuality 

1.10 Possible R�S1Ilts 

"Possible results" here refer to what the conflict may lead to. For the 
purpose of thil; study, the possible reSults are defined as ones with or 
without physical fighting. 

AmI/A: Whlch dearly reflects physical activity with the intention to 
cause injury or destruction obviously has the marker +physlca 1 fighting. 
At the other extreme are terms for the conflict of ideas which are not 
marked by physcial fighting. So are th� terms which denote conflict 
marked by sophistication and intellectuality 

Terms other than the ones mentioned above mayor may not lead to 
physico.llighting. Forcxnmplc, II heatcd nrgwncnl 0.9 indicatcd in bcrgadulr 
has a likelihood of leading to the parti cipants punclting one another 
However, bertellgkar and berbubil may just have a verbal wrap-up. 

St!llgketa, /1erse'lgkela and persengke/QQn may also lead to physical 
fighting. For example sengketa-/ran·lraq "Iran-Iraq conflict" definite! y indi
cates that the result was a war between the two countries. So is sengi<da 
Itldia-Pakistan over Kashmir 

1.11 Conclusion to Part I 

As said in 1.0 although the tl"rms for conflict belong to a singll" fil"ld 
or domain, when it comes to examining the semantic features of the ll"xical 
items it is not pOSSible to have well- defined subfields, where each subfield 
hasa list of tenr.sdifferent from that of the other This i s  due to the fact that 
a lexical item shares certain features with another lexical item under a 
certain distinguisher, but not so when another distinguisher i s  in o�a· 
tion. For example membnngka'lg shares the rompon�t +bimodal with 
mdaWQlt, but not 50 when the 'lyle or lnn5.Inhisivn is consit..!eJ't:J. 

Nevertheless, an attem pt can still be made to establ:sh subficlds. 
From the analysis above, two subfields can be set up as presented below:-
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(8) 
Conflict 

Conflict ideas o( ideas Conflie! of Human Subjects 

Conflict of human subjects may be divided into two subfields, one 
consisting of amuk which comprises a 5ubfield by itseU, and the other 
consisting of other terms of conflict with human subjects. 

(91 -----=--::7--;:-:--c=-,-----
Confliet of Human Subjects 

Amuk all other terms 

However, we can still make certain generalisations by looking at cef'taln 
combinations of features, for example, the combination 01 sophistication, 
inteUectuality and absence of loudness. The terms which can be placed in 
the same field based on these features are:-

(to) berillljllh 
bmelisih (folwm) 
.breri:It':::Il (poulapat) 
bermnggllh (ptlldapatJ 

The absence of the features sophistication and intellectuality com
billed with the presence of loudness will produce the foUowing list:-

(11) wtrmgkar 
bcrmbil 
berm/all 
bersengketa 
bertikni 

Hence, the creahon of subfjelds is arbitrary, viz.. it all depends on the 
combination of the features chosen at a particular time. 
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Part 11: Conflict Resolution 

2.0 Concepts of Conflict Resolution 

Just as there is no su�rordinate tenn for conflict.. so there is no such 
term for conflict resolution. 

The various terms denoting conflict resolution can be divided into 
two main fields: resolution by mediation, and resolution by the partici
pants themselves. 

2.1 Resolution by Mediation 

The mediator in Malay i5 known as ol1mg tengah, whi ch literally 
means �middle man" There are four t(!nrt<: of rnnfikt resolution which 
reflect mediation. These are:-

(12) 0) �damaim" "bring (partIes) to fX'aceH 
rootword. dartlJJi "peace" 

(ii) metlmtmun/mrr "pacify" 
rootword. ttnttnmr "peaceful" 

(iii) mmytlt'Sllihm "bring to an end" 
rootword. selesal "finished, completed" 

(iv) rtlmlu/llk "persuade" 
rootword. pUJuk "persuade" 

(v) bmaknp "talk" 
rootword. cnJcap "conversation" 

The list of words above can be divided into three subfields. The first 
subfield bears the primitive +rnake peace, as represented. by mmdamaihm 
and mmmtt'ramkall . In its usage, mt'lldamaihm denotes the effort of the 
mediator in bnnging the two conflicbng parties together 

The second subfield is represented by ml!1lydesaiknn. Here mediation 
is supposed 10 end the conflict. 

How does the med.alor do the thing he does as represented by the 
twosubfields above?The vocabulary of Malay provides two lexical items, 
memlljuk and OCrcakap. Both these terms have the primitive +talk. This 
means that he talks to each party and brings them into making peace with 
each other, and this ends the conflict. 

In everday hIe arr.ong the Malays, whenever tht>re is a conflict 
between two parties, It is usual for one party to look for a mediator to talk 
(btrcakstpJ to the other party in the hope of resolving the conflictconcemed. 
The term plljJlk, mrnJU}lIk, however, is more £requenUy used in resolving a 
connict in an Intimate situatIOn, tor example m a family settmg. 
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The subfields so far identified an! in fact nodes in a chain of process, 
in this case the process of mediation. The first node is occupied by the 
subfield marked by the primitive +talk. followed by the node with primi
tive +bring peace, and fmally the node +tenninate conflict. 

(13) (I) .I') (3) 

- bercakap, - --7 - mendamaikan - ) menyelesalkan-
-memujuk - - menenteramkan-

. "talk" - - "bring peace" 

2.2 Resolution by Participants 

- "terminate 
conflict" 

Resolution by the participants themselves can be divided into two 
sub fields based on the direction from which the initative to resolve the 
conflict originates. Hence, this type of resolution can be  unidirectional as 
well as bidire:tional 

2.2.1 Unidiredional Resolution 

The unid1rectional typ4' indicates initiative from one party elllu:r 
going to the direction of the other party or 10 the initiator himself. In the 
former process, the action affects the other party, viz. it has an external 
I!ffect. In the latter case, it is sell-imposed or it may be it has an internal 
effect. 

The urti- and bid1rectional types of resolution an! again divided inlo 
various subfields based on various dlslinguishers. It will be seen that the 
distinguishen refer mamly 10 the manner in which the resolution is 
manifested, for example, realising one's own mistake, admitting one's 
wrong doing.. and 50 on. The first five unidirectional subfields that will be 
discussed below are marked by +internal effect, while the last three are: 
marked by -+external effecL 

2.2.11 Rtalising Ont's Durn Mistab 

Realising one's own mistake is an initial step towards resolving a 
conflict. There are two Items denoting this concept. both being loans from 
Arabic. They are stelar and instJ/ Both the items occur in the verbal as well 
as nominal forms. 
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(14) (i) in511/ 
kein5ilftm 

(ill Sl!dar 
kesedllfQlI 

lURHAL B"HASA MOOEN 

"n!:alises one's mistake" 
"realisation of one's rrustake" 

"realises one's mistakeN 
"realisation of one's mIStake" 

It the conllict occurs in a religious or moral context, the realisation of 
one' 5 mistake usually leads to repentance (toubat) on the participant's part. 
The verb is bertaubat. 

Taubat i s  a loan from Arabic. There is no equivalent in tre native 
vocabuJary 

2.2.1.2 Admitti"g OrIe', Wrong DOing 

Admitting one's fault may result from one's realisation of one's 
mistake. Such an admission is realised in two ways. One IS to give a verbal 
admission (mmgaJm), and the other is to bear the burden of having realised 
one'swrongdoing(b,lIggung,mmgan8KlIng). Hence,langgllng,mm:mgglln8 
is consequential 10 mnlga/cu. 

These two items have both the verhal and nominal forms . 

(15) (i) mi.'llg,gkll 
pmgakwm 

(ii) /angg""K. menangglmg 
ptnnnK8lmgtm 

.... dmit (lilt:'::. wrong dOlngN 
"admission of one's wrong 
dOing" 

"bear (a mental burdenr 
"mental burden" 

2.2.J.3 Bdng Patirnt, Sdf-Controllrd, Tolrrant 

Patience and self-control are two quaUlies required of a good Mus
lim. These two semantic components are present in the lexical item sabar 
which is a loanword from Arabic. 

In the indigenous vocabulary, lhere is no Item whichhis equivalent to 
sa/Hlr, in the sense that it has both the components +patience and +self

control. On lhe other hand, there is the word tllium which is a near 
equivalent to 5/J/Hlr as it shares the component +self-cnntrol However, 
instead of the component +self-control the item tlllut" has the components 
+tolerance. 

The following diagram shows the relationship between SllMr and 
IlllrD/!. 
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(16) 
Patience Self-Control Tolerance 

Sab", Tohan 

Although sabar is a loanword. it occurs both in the adjective and 
nominal forms in Malay. 111Mrl with the meaning under discussion does 
not take any prefix. and in its root-form it functions as a verb. 

(17) (i) $Door 
k=bo"", 

(ii) taMn 

"patient, self�ontrolled" 
"patience, seU-contro'" 
"tolerant, self-controliedM 

11. 1.4 Acctpti"g or Co"ctdi"g to thr SituaHon 

When a participant in a conflict concedes to the conflict situation. h� 
isgiving his opponent the upper hand. In other words. he is acknowledg
ing defeat: bmllah, mmgabh. These two words are used in free variation 
withoneanother The root-word isaiah. meaning "vanquished, dekated" 

He may also be said to accept or resign himself to the situation. One 
of the words denoting thIS is tmnta which means "accept. receive" The 
other is,.va which is a loan from Arabic rtdha. after having unergone the 
phonological shift dll --? 1. In conflict resolution, tmma means "accept 
(what i s offered by the opponent)" and rtla means "resign oneself (to what 
is offered by the opponent)." 

Conceding to or accepting what is offered by the opponent is also 
conveyed by l'kul and tltr.lt. Both the words mean "foDow, obey" 

While baa/ah, mmgGtah, ikut and turut (alI native words) do not have 
corresponding nominal forms, the other two items occur in both verbal 
and nominal forms. 

(HI) (i) tuimu, mOltrj"lil 

penerimaan 
(ii) rtla 

""''''''" 

"accept" 
"acceptance" 
"resign oneself" 
"resignation of oneseU-
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2.2.1.5 Assenting 

Assenting is represented by Ole following items:-

(19) (i) 
(il) 
(ill) 

setuju 
"P"'" 
w-se/cQ1a 

"agree" 
"having a pact with" 
"having one voice" 

The items above all have the prefixse-which means "one" Hence, the 
lexical items under consideration are marked by the feature +oneness. 

Theircorresponding nominal forms do not exhibit a uniformity in the 
choice of morphemes for nominalisation. In fact, sepakilt has two ways of 
expressing the concept in the nominal category. as shown below:-

(20) (i) 
(il) 
(ill) 

�lujlUm 
-"...'m 
lea IJJ stpa. \:II't 

"agreement" 
.pact" 
"verbal pact" 

The idiom Still sehlta does not have a nominal paradigm. However, 
there is a verb mDIgU1kan which literally means saying "yes" It is derived 
from the a.£fixation of meng-(an aJlomorf of me-) and ill which in this context 
is an orthographic variation of yo "yes", 

2.2.1.6 Pnsu"di"g 

To persuade someone to do something is to impose on him rather 
gently to do that thing. In mediation, it has been shown that imposition 
comes from thhe direction of the mediator to the party or parties con
<em"'_ 

Persuasion also occurs at the participant level in a unidirectional 
manner. In persuasion the effect is external in nature. This means that one 
party, the initiator, persuades (memujuk) the other to resolve the conflict 
they are in, 

2.2.1.7 FO�l1i"g 

In Malay, there are two lexical items which bear the meaning �for· 
give" They are;-

(21) (i) mmUlQjlam 
rootward mDal 

(ii) mmgampunkllll 
rootword tlmpull 

"forgive" 
"forgiveness, apology" 
"forgiveN 
Nforgive, forgiVeness" 
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There is a slight difference in the usage of these two items. Item (i) is 
more general in usage and implies a broader social context compared to 
ilt:Ul (ii). 1his mea.'U that memaajlam can be uaed laterally (viz. when 
individuals are on the same social level or in the same age group) as well 
asvertically (viz. when individualsconcemed are on different social levels 
and belong to different age groups), but only showing it downward 
movement. Mmgampunkzm is only used in a vertical, downward mOve
mont 

In royal language, the ruler only mmgampunkan (not memJlJljkan) his 
subjects. This indicates that ampu" has a greater degree of gravity than 
TlriJIlf 

In the vertical context, only the downward movement is possible for 
forgiving. The upward movemen t is only possible in supplication. (See 
2.ll.S). 

Both merruw.Jhm and mmgampunkan are marked +eXternal effect. It is 
usefulat this stage to lookclose1y atthe distinguishing featuresof l'llemIJIJjknll 
and mengtlmplln. as given in (22). 

(22) (i) 
(u) 

memfUlJkan: 
mnrgampunkan: 

2.2.1.8 Asking/or FOrgiVetl/!55 

+ Iatenl 
+ downward 

Asking for forgiveness is possible both laterally and vertically. In the 
vertical context, it can be realised in both the upward and the downward 
movements. 

The concept "asking for forgiveness" is borne by phrases rather than 
by single words. All the phrases contain words which are marked by the 
semantic feature +ask for, or +beg.as reflected in the words minta in 
ordinary language usage and moholl in refined language usage. The 
phrases are as follows· -

(23) (i) 
(u) 
(ill) 
(iv) 

min/a rtIlJIl! 
mohon TlIIla! 
mbl/aampun 
mahan tlmpl/n 

"ask for forgiveness" 
"beg for forgiveness" 
"beg for forgiveness" 
uoog lor lorgivenESs" 

The items with maa/. viz. items (i) and (ii) above, indicate a four-way 
direction: laterally (forward and backward) and vertically (up and down). 
However, the items with ampun, viz. item (iii) and (iv) above, indicates 
only the upward movement. This. as we can see, is the obverse of 
mengampu'lkan. (See 2.2.1.7). 
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The dlStingwshing features are shown below:· 

(24) (i) meminla 1't'IIWf. memoho'l "'Qaf + lateral, + downward, + 
upward 

(ii) m�mi"ta amp"n, memoholl amplm: + upward 

As has been said in 2.2.1.7. forgiving has the feature-+extemaJ effect. 
However, asking lor forgiveness not only imposes an external effect, bul 
alsoexpects afavourable response. Hence, the similarity and the difference 
between the items denoting forgiving and those denoting asking for 
forgiveness cm be summarised as follows:-

. 
(25) (i) Forgiving: + external effed. - beg. - response 

expectation. 
(il) Asking for Forgiveness: + external effect. 

+ beg. + response expectation. 

2.2.2 Bidirf!cHorull Rrso/"Hon 

Bidirectional resolution refers to the simultaneity shown by both 
parties when resolving a conflict. On close examination,. this may be 
consequential to the unidiroctional resolution, or to mediation by it third 
party Lexical items which belong to this field arebenial1UJI and btrlxJik-brlik, 
both meaning "making peace with each other." 

The rootword of berdama; means Hpeace" or "peaceful" That of 
«rbaik·baik means "good" Literally, bnbaik·biJ/k meilJ'l5 "be good to one 

another," 
When a conflict involves a large group of people, thereis a need tosil 

down together and talle. So what the parties do is bmnesyllarah, which 
means "discussing and arriving at a consensus". 

The roolword mesyuamJr comes from Arabic and in that language it 
is a doublet. of mesYliamt, where the finallr and I reflect the phonological 
ruJe which prefer.! 1m- fl)nner bf!lore silence and the Ia.tter in aU other 
phonological �vironments, This means that In the source language the 
original mllsyawwaralr and musyawwaml belong loone and the same lexical 
item. In the adopted language, the Malayised mesyuamJr and mts�mamt 
have diverged slightly from each other in their semantic components. 

Mesyllarah, as said earlier, implies discussion which leads to a 

consensus. Here, there is no formality, in the sense that thele is no formal 
calling of a meeting, no agenda and not even notes or minules of meeting, 
On the other hand, mesyuamt refers to the fonnal meetings which arc part 
of the fonnal administration of an office or department. 
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Both mtsYlUlr'llh and mtsyUIlrat have the lunchon of resolving .. : u n 

£lids. However, in community life it is mrsyuarall that prevails. 
Given the fact that the vocabulary of a language to III cerlaln enteml 

reflects the psycho-culturaJ life of the speakers of that language, one may 
ask whether the 11ltsYllarah way of resolving conOicts nevet existed in 
Malay life before the advent of Islam which brought together With it the 
Arabic language. The Malay native vocabulary shows the existence of 
hinamg and runding which mean "discuss." These two items could have 
borne the meaning �discuss to arrive at a consensus" However, with the 
entry of mesYlUlrtlh into Malay lexicon, it gOI erased. Furthermore. binamg 
and nmdmg have now become part of the language register used III formal 
ml'etmgs, viz. mtsyuQrtll. 

The follow-up making peace is to forgive and forget. The lexical item 
cmcemed is iJnm(JIJ.f-nUUljlam. which is derived by reduplicating the root 
rtUUlf "forgive" and affixing ba-an. Both the reduplication and the split 
morpheme ber-an emph<c>� reciprocity 

In a face-to-face situation, simultaneous with forgiving and forget
Ilng is the physicaJ .!ction of shaking hands (using both hands). The word 
n>presenting this gesture is brrsDlam or its emphatic form brrsiilaman or 
btrsIIlam-solama". 

Awm IS a loanword from Arabic. meaning "peace" However, in 
Malay it has undergone a shift in meaning to "shaking hands" according 
to the Malay or Muslim way 

2J Conclusion to Part II 

The diagram below sums up the maIn subfield5 of conflict resolution. 

(U) �-----------------------------� 
Conflict Resolution 

Mediation Participants' lniHative 

Undirectional Bidirectional 

It can be seen from the above analysis that there are more Items in the 
field indicating participants' initiative than in the field indicating media
tion. 

This analysts also makes it possible for us to draw celtlin lnferences 
on Malay preferences in resolving conflicts. It appears that while a media· 
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tor is considered useful and is made use of, primacy is placed on the effort 
of the participants themselves. With self-imposition or +intemal effect 
having a longer list � the field with external effect, it is obvious that the 
Malays place a heavy requirement on the individual to take it upon himself 
to resolve a conflict. In Malay perception, the one who takes the initiative 
in conflict resolution is usually considered as one with a "clean heart" (lUlti 
yang bersih). In other words, this gesture on his part shows that he is a 
person of grea t virtue. 

It is also obvious from this analysis that "taking" as it were, has a big 
role in resolving conflict, be it talking on a one-to-one basis or in a group 
situation. 
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